A three-dimensional Bloch wave expansion to determine external scattering from finite phononic crystals.
External scattering from a finite phononic crystal (PC) is studied using the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral theorem integrated with a Bloch wave expansion (BWE). The BWE technique is used to describe the internal pressure field of a semi-infinite or layered PC subject to an incident monochromatic plane wave. Following the BWE solution, the Helmholtz-Kirchhoff integral is used to determine the external scattered field. For cubic PCs, the scattered results are compared to numerical treatments in both the frequency and time domain. The presented approach is expected to be valid when the PC size is larger than the acoustic wavelength. However, very good agreement in the spatial beam pattern is also documented for both large and small (with respect to the wavelength) PCs. The result of this work is a fully-analytical, efficient, and verified approach for accurately predicting external scattering from finite, three-dimensional PCs.